TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY: NO FLY ZONES

TTP4 - CARONI BIRD SANCTUARY

Area bounded by lines joining points: 103826N/0612949W; 103826N/0612850W; 103233N/0612738W; 103233N/0612958W to point of origin.

Surface to 1000FT. NATURE RESERVE: ALL FLIGHTS PROHIBITED.

In the following areas all flights are restricted except for Medical Evacuations or flights in the interest of National Security:

TTR1 - PORT OF SPAIN

Area bounded by lines joining points: 104049N/0613200W; 104049N/0613000W; 103834N/0613000W; 103834N/0613200W to point of origin. Surface to 2500Ft.

TTR3 - POINTE A PIERRE

Circular area centered on 101900N/0612700W within a 3KM radius. Surface to 2500FT.

TTR6 - MILITARY AREA (CHAGUARAMAS)

Area bounded by lines joining points 104436N/0613620W; 103927N/0613620W; 103927N/0614644W; 104300N/0614536W to point of origin. Surface to 2500FT.

TTR7 - GALEOTA

Circular area centered on 100800N/0610000W within a 3KM radius. Surface to 2500FT

TTR8 - POINT FORTIN

Circular area centered on 101100N/0614200W within a 3KM radius. Surface to 2500FT

TTR9 - POINT LISAS

Circular area centered on 102400N/0612900W within a 3KM radius. Surface to 2500FT

In addition all flights of Unmanned Aircraft/Drones are prohibited within a 5 KM radius of the Piarco International Airport, the ANR Robinson International Airport and the Camden Heliport.

Drones should not be operated within 5 KM from any manned aircraft operations.

Drones should not be operated in any open air function or mass public gathering.

Drones should not be flown at a height greater than 121 metres or 400 feet above the ground.

Drones should not be operated in a manner that may endanger persons or property.